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Status of program
The actually state of the program in Deir Hanna –Israel ;the fund has awarded hundreds of scholarships for students arabs and jews equally in the main event. The idea of the fund was born in 1999 after the lose of wesam khamies in a tragic accident ;wesam didn't finish his high education and left on amount of 2000$ and we decided to use the money in establishing a fund after his name for helping students ;arabs and jews;finish their education.

Main achievements during the last year of activity
The main event is done once a year; in 2014 we gave 372 scholarships and in the year of 2015 we gave 355 scholarships for students in a wide scale of subjects.

**Evaluation**

The number of scholarships we gave is achievements that help to improve the relationship between Arabs and Jews in this country.

**Others**

Provisional guidelines for the advancement of the program in the next year:
To increase the contribution to be able to enjoy more and more Arab and Jewish students in this vital life factory.
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